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Do you suddenly have the enormous responsibility of officiating a wedding? Don’t fear –

Instant Officiant will guide you through all of the necessary steps to craft and perform a

meaningful wedding ceremony that is custom-tailored to the couple.In this no-nonsense guide

to the perfect wedding ceremony, you will learn:How to get ordainedThe role of a wedding

officiantSections of a wedding ceremonyQuestions to ask the bride and groomHow to write a

wedding ceremonyHow to prepare for and conduct the ceremonyWhat to do after the

ceremony is overPlus more! We have even included full sample wedding ceremony scripts to

help you get started.Instant Officiant is a great guide for anyone who wants to officiate a

wedding, regardless of experience level. It provides plenty of tips and advice on how to make

your wedding ceremony unique and memorable.If you're looking to officiate a wedding with

style and grace, then this is the book for you!From the Publisher:The stakes have never been

higher than they are when you officiate a wedding. Achieving the perfect tone in order to please

every guest takes some effort, but Instant Officiant is your roadmap so you can easily perform

a ceremony that will impress.
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ThanksIntroductionI officiated my first wedding in 2006 at the request of my friends Scott and

Lindsey. To put it mildly, I had no idea what I was doing. I scoured the library and the internet

for advice on where to start, and I was surprisingly disappointed with what I found. There were

lots of books detailing the steps for a denominational ceremony, but not many that effectively

covered how to craft a customized ceremony for friends. I needed to get it right, as I don’t think

I had ever been more nervous. After weeks of continuous research and preparation, I

eventually managed to cobble together a ceremony that I was proud of.Despite some minor

hiccups on the day (including forgetting to ask people to sit down, which resulted in a few

awkward minutes with half of the attendees seated and the other half standing), the ceremony

was a success. It was at least enough of the success that other friends began asking me to

perform their wedding ceremonies. After performing my third wedding ceremony, I finally

produced a template to aid in creating meaningful ceremonies and save myself time.Word

eventually got out that I was the wedding officiant guy, and soon I was being approached by

friends and friends-of-friends for advice. I would hand them my template, provide some over-

the-phone advice, and send them off to prepare their own ceremonies.I received a lot of

positive feedback about the template, including the occasional "you should write a book." I

finally decided to act on that advice, and so here we are. I hope that my 15+ years of

experience conducting wedding ceremonies, passed down to you in this no-nonsense guide,

will help you prepare for the wonderful, unique experience of officiating a wedding

ceremony.How to Use this BookThis book is designed to be used as an introduction to how to

officiate a wedding, and as a reference point when developing and preparing for a wedding

ceremony. It covers everything from becoming an ordained minister to creating and performing

the ceremony itself, as well as post-wedding tasks. It's a great reference guide for anyone who

wants to officiate a wedding, regardless of experience level. It provides plenty of tips and

advice on how to make your wedding ceremony unique and memorable. If you're looking to

officiate a wedding with style and grace, then this is the book for you!If you're new to officiating

weddings, then you should read the book all the way through before meeting with the couple.



You can revisit each section later as a reference guide.If you're a seasoned pro, then you can

skip the chapter about how to become ordained.If you simply want an example ceremony to

reference, then jump to the last few chapters where I provide full sample ceremonies.I have

attempted to make this book gender-neutral by referring to the "couple" instead of the "bride

and groom" when possible. But you will still notice several instances in this book where I use

gender pronouns and the terms bride and groom (primarily when discussing traditional order or

physical placement during the ceremony). I did this simply for an easier reading experience,

and not as a commentary on marriage. When preparing your own ceremony, please swap out

the genders and terminology, as appropriate.Thank you for reading, and I hope you find this

book helpful, informative, and inspirational! You’ll be on your way to the perfect wedding

ceremony in no time.Who is the Wedding Officiant and What Do They Do?At its core, a

wedding officiant has two jobs: (1) presiding over the ceremony and (2) signing the marriage

certificate. They are an important part of any wedding because without them the wedding

couldn't happen.Officiants are also sometimes asked to take on additional responsibilities,

including mailing the marriage certificate, holding the rings, queuing the DJ, or frankly anything

else the couple requests. I've even been asked to stash liquor for the groomsmen.But in reality,

the officiant plays a much larger role. They set the tone for the occasion, and for better or

worse, their words and actions may be remembered by the attendees for years to come.I recall

attending a friend's wedding where the officiant got the groom's name wrong. Not once, but

twice, including when he was asked to kiss the bride. The attendees stared at each other in

disbelief. It was bad.I'm not telling you this to scare you. Officiating a wedding is not actually

that hard. You just need to understand that your role is important. With the right knowledge and

preparation, you can make the couple's wedding day memorable... in a good way.Now that you

understand the role of an officiant, let's take a look at how to become one.Get Ordained: How

to Become a Wedding OfficiantOne of the most common misconceptions about being a

wedding officiant is that it's only available to religious people and priests. Good news: you don't

need to dump your significant other and join the priesthood to perform a wedding ceremony.

You also don't need to attend rabbinical school. But what you do need to do is become an

ordained minister. Thankfully, we live in the modern era, so that can be accomplished with just

a few clicks over the internet.Another misconception about being a wedding officiant is that

only religious people can do it, but that's not the case. When choosing a Ministry, there are a

lot of different ordination options out there. Some are religious (e.g., World Christianship

Ministries), some are spiritual (e.g., Universal Life Church), and some are completely non-

religious (e.g., the American Marriage Ministries). Joining a ministry varies in cost from free to

several hundred dollars. Ultimately, it depends on your budget, religious preferences, and

whether the couple has a preference.Before exploring your different options, however, you

need to understand that each US state has its own requirements for wedding officiants, and

there may also be local laws that apply. Some states will recognize any online Ministry, some

online recognize certain Ministries, some don't recognize online ordination but do permit mail-

order ordination, and others require you to be registered with the local government. For

guidance on what different jurisdictions require, and how to get ordained, you can check out

instantofficiant.com/resources.With this in mind, you must ask the couple about where the

wedding will take place, so you can validate that you are permitted to perform the wedding

ceremony. Sometimes you might need to take additional steps to officiate. I am personally an

ordained minister with several different organizations because my previous ordinations weren't

permitted in certain jurisdictions.What happens if you can't meet the ordination requirements of

the state, but the couple still wants you to officiate? Fear not, you may have another option.



One common approach in this scenario is for the couple to get married in a courthouse, and for

you to perform the ceremony as if it never happened. The main difference here is that you

would not be signing a marriage certificate (because that's already been handled), and you

may need to keep quiet about the courthouse wedding if the family doesn't know about

it.Sections of the CeremonyIt may come as a surprise, but there is no standard composition of

a wedding ceremony. How you compose any individual ceremony will vary.Below is a list of

common sections of a wedding ceremony. Note that terminology used to describe the various

sections may vary by source. I explore each of these wedding ceremony sections in greater

detail in their own chapters later in the book. If you're not at least somewhat familiar with these

different wedding ceremony sections, then I recommend you read ahead before having your

initial consultation with the couple.Prelude/ Seating of the GuestsProcessionalGiving of the

BrideWords of Welcome/ IntroductionSpecial Dedication/ RemembrancesAddress to

Congregation/ Opening RemarksReadingsSupport of CommunityDeclaration of Intent/

ChargeObjectionExchange of VowsExchange of RingsUnity CeremonyWords of

Encouragement/ Final BlessingPronouncement of MarriageThe

KissPresentationRecessionalBoy, that's an awfully long list. The reason it's so long is that (a)

many of these sections are very short and (b) most of these sections are completely optional.

In fact, the only required portions of the wedding ceremony are the "Declaration of Intent" and

"Pronouncement of Marriage." Everything else is optional (but many are traditional).Also, to

give you a sense of what a full ceremony may look like (and to satisfy those that want the done-

for-you treatment), I've included a few full ceremonies in the "Sample Ceremony Script"

chapters of this book.
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S. Williamson, “Very useful book. This book has proven very useful for my upcoming wedding.
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Lots of good tips and suggestions. I'm looking forward to the big day.”

Pamela A Williamson, “Great resource!. This guide is clear and to the point. It walks you

through the entire wedding ceremony process, and provides sample wording for ceremonies.

So glad I ordered this!”

Tracy Culcasi, “More than just a wedding book!. This is a great book for planning an upcoming

wedding. I also found it contains so many words to live by. I am giving a copy to the entire

family.”

JenthePI, “Best First Timer Offiant Book. I bought a total of 5 books. This is the best one by far!

I didn't even open the others.Bravo!”

The book by Chris Cote has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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